Conclusion
Approval of this proposed agreement is not a final action. Implementation would be
dependent upon a number of future actions such as ratification by IBEW and approval of new
MOU by the Board of Water and Power Commissioners and City Council, review and execution
of a formal settlement agreement in the Romero case, completion of actuarial studies, approval
of a new pension tier, etc.
Does the proposed agreement provide complete resolution to all of the City’s needs? No.
It is unreasonable to expect that all issues can be resolved in one round of negotiations. What this
proposed agreement does provide is certainty. It provides billions in pension and salary savings
over the next 30 years. It will reduce future projected rate increases. It makes progress for the
first time in history with IBEW on active employee healthcare contributions. It begins to address
the salary disparity in common classes. It resolves pending litigation. It removes risk in the
near-term and provides a template for future labor negotiations. As we discuss throughout this
report, we do not believe that the City will be as successful in making the same progress in these
areas in open contract negotiations over the next four years.
There are many areas that require further progress in future contract negotiations. We
need to continue to address salary disparity for ALL common classes, including not only lower
starting salaries but also eliminating steps at the top end of the ranges. Additional progress must
be made on increasing active employee healthcare contributions. The current proposal includes
language enabling the City to review all side agreements relative to compensation and work
rules, but we need to ensure that additional side agreements do not occur. In that regard we have
worked with the DWP to identify potential financial impacts of various negotiating points.
Details of those elements should be discussed in closed session as they would directly result in
future negotiation instruct.
2.

How does the potential outcome of ongoing litigation relative to pension system
reciprocity impact decision making?

The Council's consideration of the proposal should not be focused on the risk to the City
of the possible outcome of the litigation. The nature of the litigation is discussed below. As with
any litigation, the City Attorney has not advised that the City faces no risk. Possible settlement
of the litigation should be viewed as an opportunity to accomplish several policy goals that will,
at the same time, eliminate litigation risk no matter how minimal.
Under the current pension reciprocity arrangements between LACERS and DWP
pensions, when an employee moves between the two systems, they take with them all of their
previous seniority and their own pension contributions, but the City's contributions stay with the
original pension system. The result is that the transferred employee creates an increased
unfunded pension liability in the new system. Since the majority of movement occurs from the
City to the DWP, particularly over the last several years as substantial General Fund positions
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needs. These are multi-year and complicated re-engineering efforts. Some, but not all,
of these issues are contained in MOU footnotes and side letters that have developed over
the last 30 years. The proposal before you includes language requiring the review and
modification of all MOU footnotes and side letters during the term of the agreement, and
those side letters which deal with compensation provisions resulting in a salary disparity
with common City classes will be reviewed and modified by September 30, 2014. While
it would not be appropriate for the Ratepayer Advocate to specifically recommend
whether or not the City should accept a union proposal for an MOU, they advise that
there is considerable risk to the ratepayers in achieving the necessary business practice
changes in an environment of contentious contract negotiations and ongoing
management/labor tension. The City must take this into account in determining whether
the proposal before you makes sufficient progress in achieving our MOU goals.
Notwithstanding the difficult and lengthy process, the Council should be prepared to go
through impasse proceedings and unilateral implementation when necessary. This office has in
the past recommended declaring impasse and proceeding through the process and will continue
to do so in the future when appropriate. However, the risks associated with such a strategy
should only be undertaken if there is a clear path to a required result that cannot be achieved in
any other way. Given the fact that the proposal meets all of the basic principles established by
the Mayor and Council with regard to labor agreements, provides substantial economic benefits
to the DWP that will help mitigate rate impacts on the consumer, results in substantive pension
reform, provides a platform for successful negotiations with other City unions, and provides
results that we do not believe can be matched in open contract negotiations, we do not believe it
is the best interests of the City and the ratepayers to reject the proposal in favor of open contract
negotiations.
4.

How does the decision made relative to the proposal impact the bargaining environment
with all of the other City labor unions with which the City will be in negotiations within
the next 12 months.

The City's General Fund projected budget gaps over the next several years assume there
are no COLAs for any City employees over the next three years. The IBEW proposal provides a
very strong framework for the City to ensure that compensation for other City employees
remains at least flat and we continue to make progress in having employees pick up a larger
share of their healthcare premiums.
If there is no agreement with IBEW and contentious negotiations commence, it is
unlikely that any of the City unions will agree to contracts with no COLAs and other concessions
to reduce the City's costs for employee healthcare. Therefore, in order to protect the General
Fund and continue our path to structural balance, without the IBEW platform to work from, the
City should assume that it will be in a position of negotiating to impasse and unilateral
implementation with all of the City unions at the same time.
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